
 
 
Event Overview 
 
Merkle Health’s 2017 Executive Exchange is an interactive forum for healthcare marketers and digital 
innovators to gain new insights from the industry’s leading experts on people-based marketing (PBM). Expert 
speakers from Merkle, our clients and partners like Adobe, Google, and others will share strategies for how 
PBM infuses data and insights to drive personalized customer experiences.  
 
At our fifth annual Health Executive Exchange, multi-channel marketers from all disciplines will learn how to 
not just reach their targets, but do it at greater scale — and with more relevant, personalized messaging.  The 
actionable insights will fuel your organization’s 2017 growth plans and lead to improved health outcomes for 
your target population.  
  
Why attend 
 
Digital transformation in healthcare, especially in the current post-election landscape, continues to raise the 
bar of consumer expectations and experience. Consumers are shifting away from traditional media to make 
health buying decisions in highly curated and personalized digital channels where there is little patience for a 
disconnected experience. Consumers are demanding highly personalized interactions whether they are buying 
a car or choosing a healthcare provider or insurance plan. Healthcare brands everywhere, from Insurance to 
pharmaceuticals and hospital brands, must now reframe their marketing approach to drive profitable growth 
in this disruptive environment.   
 
Who attends 
 
If you are a senior Marketing or IT leader within the health insurance, pharma (HCP & Consumer), medical 
device, animal health, or hospital systems and you are responsible for CRM strategy, digital strategy, analytics, 
media, or creative execution — this conference is for you.  We encourage you to join those who have already 
are registered including; Dignity Health, Astellas, AbbVie, Humana, Eli Lilly, Delta Dental, Boehringer 
Ingelheim, and Daiichi Sankyo.   
 
Expected learnings 
 
In this 2-day exchange, you will learn how to: 

• Drive performance by marketing to people, not proxies. 
• Accelerate the use of real-time data to deliver marketing programs in the 24/7 real-time customer world. 
• Research and discover customer motivations to activate insights on how consumers are making buying decisions 

that lead to more impactful briefs and campaigns. 
 



 
• Adopt the best practices of performance creative and media that are driving brand performance today. 
• Activate up-to-date attribution methodologies and full-funnel marketing mix optimization. 
• Transform your marketing organization and operational model to achieve differentiated competitive advantage. 

Takeaways 
 
Walk away with late breaking data, shared ideas and insights, case study examples, and lessons learned from 
the field on executing PBM. This Exchange focuses on sharing how marketers can better meet individual 
consumer needs to improve health outcomes while driving your marketing and media spend to achieve new 
heights of scale and efficiency, while delivering greater business impact to your organization. 
 
Agenda for Tuesday, February 7, 2017 
 
2:00pm – 2:15pm Welcome Remarks: Key Themes for 2017  

Presented by: Mike Goldin, SVP & GM, Merkle Health & Nonprofit 
 
Marketing to people, not proxies is the source of competitive advantage today.  This means your marketing 
strategy, creative, media execution, and automation technology must be informed by better consumer insight 
to create greater individual relevance throughout the customer journey.   
 
As all marketing channels today are data and technology driven, marketers need an integrated approach that 
places data, technology, and analytics at the center of their customer strategy and activation plans. Brands 
that embrace new opportunities in media consumption are taking advantage of their competition’s lack of 
infrastructure, expertise, and strategy – and those are the brands that are becoming clear winners in the 
marketplace. 
 
2:15pm – 3:45pm Keynote, Opening Session & Panel: Trends and Expectations in Health for 2017, and the 

Coming of the Age of People-Based Marketing  
 Keynote presented by: John Gorman, Founder & Chairman, Gorman Health Group 

Opening Session presented by: Michael Komasinski, Chief Operating Officer, Digital 
Agency Services, Merkle 
Panelists include: George Dippel, SVP Client Services, Deft Research & John Gorman, 
Founder & Chairman, Gorman Health Group 

 
The opening keynote will focus on re-imagining the future state of healthcare in the Trump Administration and 
what that means for Marketers within the context of PBM.  Beginning with a view on how today’s political 
environment and regulatory policies with the new administration may influence the healthcare landscape, we 
will focus on defining key trends and how to leverage them to identify new opportunities to acquire, retain, 
and build loyal consumers with exemplary consumer experiences.   
 



 
 
Next, we will discuss how PBM is front and center in driving a new era of marketing where brands are 
identifying how to be a market leader while delivering a unified and cohesive message across all touchpoints.  
 
With new channels and expectations shifting rapidly among consumers, marketers must launch new products, 
reach new audiences, and drive awareness and engagement at unprecedented speed. This session will finish 
with a panel of health experts in a Q&A format. 
 
3:45pm – 4:00pm Networking Break 
 
4:00pm – 4:45pm Module 1: Personalization is Now: Providing Utility to Win the Moments that Matter 

Presented by: Anthony Phalen, Account Executive, Google and Croom Lawrence, Senior 
Director of Digital Strategy, Merkle Health 

 
Personalization is a growing phenomenon for how individuals of all ages are looking for brands to behave in 
order to earn their business. It's no longer good enough to have best-in-class capabilities in your industry. 
Consumers these days demand Amazon-like experiences in all of their online search and shopping endeavors. 
Marketing success today means becoming immersed in key marketplace data, trends, and insightful customer 
listening. 
 
This session will cover how the healthcare decision-making journey has changed and how healthcare 
marketers can capitalize.  We will discuss how to personalize your messaging in the moments that matter to 
provide maximum utility to each consumer increasing the likelihood that they choose you.  Learn what's 
driving consideration, purchase and engagement for healthcare insurance, hospitals and the pharmaceutical 
industry.  
 
4:45 – 6:00pm Module 2:  Neuroanalytics: Powering Your People-Based Marketing Strategy by 

Understanding How Consumers Make Decisions 
Presented by: Carmen Simon, Cognitive Neuroscientist, Rexi Media, Leah van Zelm, VP, 
Digital Strategy, Merkle and Ethan Hanson, Advanced Methods & Research, Merkle 

 
The connected consumer experience is at the heart of how PBM manifests to an individual consumer.  
Connecting journeys and full-funnel campaigns across paid, earned, and owned shared platforms while also 
leveraging traditional, direct channels, is creating massive opportunities for marketers who have embraced 
these capabilities. The key to execution in this digital environment is a well-defined roadmap that is fully 
aligned to your business goals and objectives, supported and sponsored by all key leaders with prioritized 
initiatives that are right-sized for your organization.  
 
6:00pm – 9:00 pm  Cocktails and Dinner 
 



 
 
Agenda for Wednesday, February 8, 2017 
 
7:30am – 8:30am Breakfast 
 
8:30am – 9:00am  Day 2 Welcome & Opening Panel 

Presented by: David Magrini, SVP, Merkle 
Panelists Include: Tom Swanson, Head of Industry Strategy & Marketing, Adobe 
Healthcare, John Reed, Life Sciences Business Development Director, Pega, Stephen  
Streich, Senior Director of Product Management, Oracle, Sergey Zinin, Lead Business 
Consulting Marketing Cloud, Salesforce 

 
After a brief table setting conversation with event host, David Magrini, we’ll welcome up Merkle partners 
Adobe, Pega, Oracle, and Salesforce who will discuss how they activate segmentation through their platforms. 
 
9:00am – 9:30am Module 3: 4 Checkups of Personalized Conversations 

Presented by: Zimm Zimmermann, VP, Personalization, Merkle 
 
This session will evaluate the role and value of personalized conversations.   Personalization creates a better 
experience, and PBM is the strategy that delivers on that promise across channels and media. Learn how to 
activate personalized conversations within your overall marketing plans and advance marketing maturity to 
meet individual customer needs across the connected journey 
 
9:30am – 10:30am Module 4: Merkle Innovation Cloud + Panel with Adobe & Pega 

Presented by Chris Crichton, VP, Channel Optimization, Merkle 
Panelists Include: Tom Swanson, Head of Industry Strategy & Marketing, Adobe 
Healthcare, John Reed, Life Sciences Business Development Director, Pega 
 

Innovative ideas surround your organization, but so do the inherent risks. You are balancing marketing clouds, 
email platforms, CRM systems, and databases. Where and how should your organization invest and will that  
 
investment play well with your digital ecosystem? The art of the possible comes to life by integrating 
marketing technologies and platforms into proof of concepts in a lab environment. In this session, learn how 
to reduce your risk by testing real use cases that closely represent your current- or future-state environment. 
 
10:30am – 10:45am Networking Break 
 
10:45am – 11:45am Module 5: 7 Ways to Smarter Automation and Analytics 

Presented by: Peter Vandre, Digital Analytics Practice Leader, Merkle 



 
 
With direct audience synchronization with partners like Google, Facebook, Amazon, AOL, and News Corp, PBM 
can be executed and activated beyond cookies and devices IDs for the highest level of targeting and efficiency. 
By leveraging known customer data, each individual customer can be assigned a unique master identity that 
connects them to all digital and offline touchpoints. Learn how the ID graph and a robust identity 
management capability can transform your ability to reach the universe of prospects, members, doctors and 
patients with relevant and personalized communications which drive better results. 
 
11:45am – 12:30pm Module 6: Transformation and Enabling Adaptability: Getting to the Next Level by 

Placing the Customer at the Center  
Presented by: Colin Brogan, VP, Customer Strategy & Business Transformation, Merkle & 
Mark Niemaszek, VP, Commercial Operations, Astellas 
  

Integrated marketing is changing, and your organization must change too. Integrated marketing today is the 
coordination and integration of all marketing communication that maximizes the impact on consumers. But 
what’s different today, is how competitive advantage lies in marketing to known people. In this session, you’ll 
learn about: 

• The current state of marketing transformation. 
• How to transform to support the required shift to data-driven audience planning. 
• The considerations to capitalizing on creating value today, while shifting to future.   

 
12:30pm – 1:00pm Table Discussions 
   Moderated by: David Magrini, SVP, Merkle 
 
1:00pm – 1:15pm Closing Remarks 

Presented by: Mike Goldin, SVP & GM, Merkle Health & Nonprofit and David Magrini, 
SVP, Merkle 

 
1:15pm - 2:15pm Networking Lunch 
 
 


